Student Dining Committee
02/28/2013
4 students were present at this meeting…
There was good feedback on the dinner at T-Room for White and Regents. There was a
request for more variety of desserts, also there seems to be agreement that the hours for the
next dinner could be changed to either 5:30-7:00 or 6:00-7:30. The Regents rep will go back
and get some feedback from the students to help determine the hours for the next dinner.
Also the comment that the steak offered at T-Room’s Valentine’s Day lunch was really good,
and could we offer that again. Paula(Director) explained that it’s a very expensive item and
Dining did it at that low price($3.99) because it was a special occasion. She said it wasn’t a
price Dining could normally offer, so asked what the students thought would be a higher
price that might still be palatable to student customers. It was suggested that $5-6.00
would be ok. Paula asked if more students could be canvassed to confirm their thoughts
about the pricing of a steak entrée.
Paula told the group about Sea2Table, a new vendor Dining is using for some of the fish
served at Winslow. Sea2Table provides fish fresh from the dock, shipped overnight, and
sourced from small local boats using sustainable practices. Each time Winslow serves the
fish, they are providing information on the ship, the captain, and exactly where the fish
came from. Students have been responding very well to the product, although Dining
doesn’t know if it’s the high quality or the story that goes with it, or a combination. The
product is more expensive than what we pay from our regular source, but Dining is willing
to spend more, within reason, for the higher quality and the sustainability.
There were some requests for product changes/additions to Rhino Rest Stop—it was
requested that condoms be offered for sale(update: Paula spoke with the supervisor for that
location, and she will get those in). Also, cheaper options for frozen dinners(update: the
supervisor advised that she had offered Banquet frozen dinners, typically among the lowest
priced available, and they didn’t sell); deodorant and cleaning products(update: the
supervisor confirmed that when offered in the past, those types of items didn’t sell well.
What students were requesting when we had more of those things were more food items.
With such a small space, it is very difficult to offer a lot of variety, so they try and provide
what seems to be in the most demand by the most students).
Question: can Winslow sometimes offer the big gourmet cookies that are available in TRoom. Answer: those are too expensive to offer at Winslow, but Paula asked Tim(Chef) to
see if it might be cost-effective to sometimes offer the scratch-made cookies; he will check.
It was pointed out that PB paninis are being made on the Panini machine at the deli in
Winslow, this could pose a problem for those w/peanut allergies. Tim said the volume of
paninis is approaching the point where we can justify adding a second Panini machine,

which could be clearly marked so that staff know not to use it with PB. For now, Dining
will have to post a sign warning that peanut products have been used on the Panini press.
The group discussed “monotony breakers” that Dining might be able to do at Winslow. One
student mentioned that there used to be “Tuesday Treats”, which included things like
caramel apples, popcorn, cotton candy, etc. Paula and Tim have already been talking about
ideas that could be incorporated at least every other week, to make things a little different
and more fun.
There was brief discussion about this year’s hot wing eating contest; Paula asked what
kinds of prizes are still valued by students. Suggestions included X-Box, PlayStation 3, a
free meal plan, IPod, and most electronics.
There was a request for grapes as a fruit option. Tim will see what the availability and
price is—some of the fruits sometimes requested might be out of season and therefore too
expensive. But Tim does try and bring in some different seasonal fruits for variety.
One student present complained that the steak he got with his steak carnita was
underdone. Tim explained that the meat for that had been cooked to medium rare, but if a
student wanted theirs more cooked, it can be taken over to the Mongolian grill and the
workers there could throw it on the grill and cook it more.
Also a request that Late Night Pizza offer wings that were mild. Tim explained that the
product being used now came already seasoned and spicy, so he would have to find a
different product to add to what we already offer. He will look and see what’s available.
Lastly, Paula asked the group what they thought about the meetings going to every other
week, since there’s not usually good attendance or much to discuss(this week was a good
exception to that!). Everyone was on board with that idea, so please note that the next
meeting will be on Thursday, March 14th, just before Spring Break. Paula will send out
an e-mail to those on the list, since some regular attendees weren’t at tonight’s meeting.
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